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Abstract| This paper presents an architectural

simulator called VIDEOFLOW software tools for de-

veloping programmable DSP chip set for various video

codec standards. This DSP chip set consists of the Im-

age Compression Coprocessor (ICC) and Motion Esti-

mation Coprocessor (MEC), which provide an easy so-

lution for implementing the major digital video codec

algorithms. The ICC/MEC simulation components

are 100 percent bit accurate and closely approximate

the timing of the actual chips. In addition, the simu-

lation tool provides users with the ICC/MEC system

simulation, debugging, and various performance mon-

itors. This tool can also be used to de�ne and modify

the architectural speci�cation for future product line

of the ICC and MEC.

I. Introduction

Digital image processing is widely used in various ap-
plications such as TV transmission, video conferencing,
computer communications, facsimile transmission, etc.
Digital image compression has been one of the key ar-
eas of the digital image processing which is to reduce
the storage and/or communication channel bandwidth
needed to process such signals. Since these applications
require di�erent characteristics and environments, there
are several standards for these applications. For exam-
ple, ITU-T Recommendation H. 261 [1], Moving Pictures
Experts Group (MPEG) [2], and Joint Photographic Ex-
perts Group (JPEG) [3] are used in video conferencing,
motion picture, and still picture applications, respectively.
In multimedia environment, it is more desirable for one
system to support these standards. To support multi-
ple standards, the system should have programmability
and its architecture should be exible. In addition, high
performance is required because MPEG-1 video encod-
ing requires approximately one giga operations per second
(GOPS) without motion estimation [4]. The ICC [5] and
MEC [6] chip set has enough capability to support these
various digital video codec standards.
In the past, it has been common to �rst build a phys-

ical hardware prototype and then to integrate software
and debug the system. With higher levels of integration,
debugging the hardware prototype becomes much more

di�cult, and modifying the fabricated prototype requires
additional cost and time consuming procedure. Further-
more, it is necessary to verify the interactions amongmul-
tiple application speci�c integrated circuits (ASICs) and
standard components before fabricating the ASICs. Since
the ICC and MEC chip set and its peripherals are too
complex, it is necessary to verify the functionality of the
full system through simulation.
In this paper, we present an architectural simulator,

VIDEOFLOW software tools. These tools provide a user-
friendly interface to graphically write, assemble, link, sim-
ulate, and debug video compression algorithms such as
JPEG, MPEG-1, and H.261. The simulator is for pop-
ular UNIX workstations running under X-Windows en-
vironment. It is implemented with C-language and Mo-
tif Graphical User Interface (GUI) tool. To simulate the
parallel processing architecture, it employs event-driven
simulation technology.
This paper is organized as follows; The ICC and MEC

chip set is introduced in Section II. The VIDEOFLOW
software tools are shown in Section III. The Simulator
for the ICC/MEC and some utilities are discussed in Sec-
tion IV and Section V, respectively, which is followed by
Conclusions.

II. ICC and MEC Chip Set

The ICC chip, using its unique vector dataow architec-
ture, consists of eight asynchronous parallel processors on
a shared 96-bit global bus. The maximum data through-
put of the 96-bit global bus is 4.8 giga bits per second
assuming the 50 MHz operation. The eight parallel pro-
cessors operate under the supervision of an on-chip scalar
processor called the Dataow Control Unit (DCU). The
DCU dispatches instructions stored in 128-word instruc-
tion memory, checking availability of input data and map-
ping instruction to a speci�c processor. Another unique
feature of the ICC is that it employs vector dataow pro-
gramming using high-level instructions (e.g., forward dis-
crete cosine transformation, inverse quantization, and for-
ward run-length coding) while the the commonly avail-
able solutions are based on micro-codes. When hosted
by popular RISC or DSP processors, the ICC and the
host combination forms a complete highly programmable



computing solution for encoding and decoding still and
motion video images taking advantage of its 1 GOPS per-
formance.
The MEC is designed to be used in conjunction with

the ICC in video compression applications, implementing
standards such as MPEG-1 and H.261. The MEC is a very
high performance parallel processor speci�cally optimized
for real-time execution of motion estimation block match-
ing algorithms. The MEC includes the Block Matching
Processor of 7.2 GOPS which can compare three non-
interpolated 16 by 16 blocks in 360 nsec or three 8 by 8
blocks in 100 nsec. The ICC treats the MEC as an exter-
nal processing unit and uses vector instructions to send
a reference pixel block to the MEC and receive the pre-
diction result from the MEC. The MEC's on-chip RISC
CPU responds to prediction requests from the ICC by ex-
ecuting the motion estimation algorithm written by users
in "C". The MEC allows the use of virtually any type
of the "mean of absolute di�erence" criterion-based full-
or half-pel search algorithm, including exhaustive, two-
level hierarchical, and some heuristic search algorithms.
Multiple MEC chips can be connected to a single ICC for
increasing motion estimation performance or search area.
The ICC/MEC chip set supports JPEG encoding or de-

coding of full resolution ITU-T-601 (720 by 480) images,
simultaneous H.261 video encoding and decoding of CIF
(352 by 288) images, or full MPEG-1 encoding or decod-
ing of SIF (352 by 240) images, all at 30 frames per sec-
ond. Using the 8.2 GOPS performance of the ICC/MEC
chip set, a multi-point video conferencing which is capa-
ble of decoding seven incoming QCIF resolution streams
in parallel with encoding of one QCIF stream is available.

III. The Videoflow Software Tools

The VIDEOFLOW software tools are to fully simu-
late the operations and timing of the ICC/MEC chip set.
More speci�cally, users can quickly architect, program,
simulate, and verify video compression solution based on
the ICC and MEC chips prior to building any hardware.
These tools are for UNIX workstation running under X-
Windows. The bottom line is the followings: Users get
to market quickly with low cost risk. Users are free to
add their own special scheme for di�erenciating them-
selves from competitors.
Figure 1 shows the architectural block diagram of the

VIDEOFLOW software tools. As we can see from Figure
1, the software tools consist of the following three major
components:

� programming tools which let users easily create video
compression programs for the ICC and MEC.

� simulation tools which let users easily create a simu-
lation environment for an ICC/MEC-based compres-
sion system and use their programs to process bit
streams.

� image analysis tools which let users examine simula-
tion results by displaying processed video sequences
with graphical data overlays on their workstation
monitor.

A. Flowgraph Editor/Assembler/Linker

The Flowgraph Editor is a program created to enable
the user to graphically write ICC program source code.
Figure 2 shows the VIDEOFLOWFlowgraph Editor Win-
dow which consists of editor window, tool box window,
internal instruction box window, and external instruction
box window. The programs can be written by placing
ICC instruction boxes on the screen and connecting the
instruction boxes with arcs (directional lines indicating
data ow). The high level ICC instructions enable the
user to write complex algorithms with just a few instruc-
tions. For example, the JPEG decoding algorithm can be
written using just �ve instructions as we can see from Fig-
ure 2. The ICC's owgraph-based programming makes it
easy for users to write programs that execute instructions
in parallel. The user simply speci�es how data ows be-
tween instructions and the ICC's dataow controller does
the rest. The controller automatically executes any in-
struction ready to run based on operand availability. The
output of the Flowgraph Editor is a owgraph �le ready
to be assembled.
The ICC Flowgraph Assembler is a program which as-

sembles the owgraphs created by the Flowgraph Editor.
The output of the assembler is an object �le ready to be
linked. The ICC Flowgraph Linker is used to link object
�les assembled by the ICC Flowgraph Assembler. One or
more object �les may be linked to form an ICC program
�le which is executable on the Simulator.

B. MEC-CPU Compiler and Assembler

The MEC-CPU compiler and assembler produce MEC-
CPU run time code fromMEC-CPU program source code.
The RISC CPU within the MEC implements the motion
estimation algorithm. The user de�nes the motion es-
timation algorithm by writing an MEC CPU program.
The output of the MEC-CPU compiler and MEC-CPU
assembler is an MEC program �le which can be run on
the Simulator. Note that the MEC is a coprocessor to the
ICC so an ICC program �le must also be loaded for the
Simulator to run an MEC program.

C. Host Interaction Language (HIL)

The HIL is a C-like interpreted language used to simu-
late the host processor. Both the ICC and MEC are slave
processors and must be initialized by a host. The initial-
ization includes resetting the coprocessors, loading regis-
ters and programs, and starting the coprocessors. The
HIL program can also be used to transfer video data to
the Simulator from the hard disk and vice-versa.



D. Simulator

The Simulator is a program used to simulate the ICC
and MEC coprocessors. The simulator is designed to be
accurate in timing as well as the execution of ICC and
MEC functions. The Simulation Manger is the graphical
user interface (GUI) to the Simulator and provides several
tools that help the user con�gure the Simulator.

E. Utilities

The utilities are programs for viewing video images, dis-
assembling ICC programs, showing ICC loading statistics,
showing ICC instruction execution times, and converting
zero-run length coded bit steams to MPEG-1, JPEG, or
H.261 bit steams and vice-versa.

IV. Simulator

At the center of the VIDEOFLOW software tools is the
Simulator and its GUI manager, the Simulation Manger.
These tools provide functional and timing simulation of
the ICC, MEC, video interface, and host interface.
The Simulator uses an event-driven technique to run

the simulation. Each signi�cant state change is one that
a�ects the functional events or timing statistics that are
required to be modeled. The simulator processes events
in a time-ordered queue. It reads an event and passes it to
the computer software unit designated to process it. The
designated computer software unit performs both timing
and functional processing and generates response events
that are placed on the event queue for later processing.
The Simulator can be run from the UNIX command

line or through the Simulation Manger in menu-driven
windows environment.

A. Capability

The simulator models the ICC and MEC on both func-
tional and timing levels. The Simulator allows users to
run ICC and MEC programs jut as they would run on
the actual IC chips. The Simulation Manger provides a
GUI to the Simulator. It allows users to con�gure, run,
debug, and examine simulations and their results. The
Simulation Manger makes con�guring a simulation easy
by providing a menu-driven window interface.
Hardware con�guration of the ICC and MEC, ICC reg-

ister initialization, video memory con�guration, and video
timing generator (VTG) con�guration can all be done by
the SimulationManager. Debugging features in the Simu-
lation Manager allows users to locate errors in a program
and examine data and status at any point in the ICC and
MEC program.
Statistical outputs can be obtained at any point in a

simulation. These outputs include timing information on
the functional unit and instruction levels, and parallel ex-
ecution count, ICC token memory usage, functional unit

utilization, and parallel unit speed up. These statistics
are useful in optimizing ICC data ow programs.

B. Operational Overview

The simulation process consists of the following steps:

� Launch the Simulation Manger from the Flowgraph
Editor.

� Con�gure the Simulator.

� Con�gure the hardware environment.

� Con�gure the ICC and MEC internal registers.

� Execute the simulation: start, break, debug, con-
tinue, and stop as required.

� Start the dynamic bar graph statistical displays.

� Set up break-points as required for debugging.

� Examine statistics outputs and issue interactive HIL
commands during the simulation.

B.1 Simulator Con�guration

The Simulatormust be con�gured in order to run prop-
erly. Options such as register database, ICC program,
MEC program, and HIL program �le names must be set.

B.2 Hardware Con�guration

All hardware con�guration parameters are set in the
hardware con�guration dialog box consisting of the fol-
lowing four parts each devoted to a speci�c con�guration:
video memory associated with the ICC and MEC, clock
speeds, video timing generator, and auxiliary processors.

B.3 Register Con�guration

ICC register initialization can be done by an HIL pro-
gram or from a database �le. The Simulator initializes all
the registers in a register database �le with the speci�ed
values. A register database �le can de�ne values for all
registers except active registers.

B.4 Simulation Statistics

The Simulator produces a variety of statistics as a side
e�ect of its operations, such as the simulation time, clock
speeds for each asynchronous clock, total instruction pro-
cessing time, parallel unit speedup, instruction statistics,
functional unit statistics, data memory statistics, global
bus statistics, and MEC statistics.
The Simulator accumulates a number of statistics per-

taining to the ICC. These measurements are displayed in
text format and in displays the change during the course
of the simulation. Several graphic statistics displays are



also available within the Simulation Manager as like in
Figure 3. They are provided in the form of histograms
showing usage of the functional units, token memory, and
the rate bu�er FIFOs. The displays are updated with
current information approximately every two seconds.
It is noted that these statistics result can be used to

optimize the ICC internal components for some speci�c
application. For instance, we can easily �gure out from
Figure 3 that the 75 percent of the token memory can be
cut down for this speci�c application.

C. Simulation Debugging Facility

The debug facility of the Simulation Manger allows
users to set breakpoints in the simulation path and ex-
amine the state of ICC instruction, ICC tokens, and the
MEC CPU.

D. Run Simulation

Simulator runs through 5 components: simulation ini-
tialization, next-event determination, process simulation,
statistics update, and statistics storage.
To initialize simulation, hardware con�guration and

timing data �les are required. Once simulation is initi-
ated, next-event determination unit fetches the next ex-
ecutable event from the event queue and triggers process
simulation. Process simulation unit receives one simu-
lation event and data. While processing one simulation
event, process simulation unit generates response events
and sent them to event queue. At the same time, process
simulation unit calculates statistics which will be sent to
statistics update unit and consequently to statistics stor-
age.

E. Processor Simulation

The processor simulation consists of four major entities:
process DCU events entity, process functional events en-
tity, process host events and commands, and process aux-
ililary unit events entity.
For each entity, an object, a structured data which con-

tains processing timing characteristics, is de�ned to en-
capsulate all components necessary to describe it. This
object is passed to software modules via events. In this
way each module knows on which entity it is performing
its operations.

V. Utilities

The Simulator also generates information to provide a
full instruction trace. The program, called unit scroll, re-
lies on data gathered during a simulation run. It shows
the instruction execution sequences on the ICC functional
unit and auxiliary processors. The execution of an in-
struction is shown by time bar whose length represents
the duration of processing as like in Figure 3. The time

bar is labeled with the instruction's name and address in
instruction memory. The vertical axis of the display is
labeled with the processing units. Instructions that run
in the same processing unit are horizontally aligned. A
scroll bar lets you scroll horizontally through time to see
the parallel execution of instructions on the various func-
tional units. This feature combined with the statistics
outputs can be used to optimize and modify the architec-
ture for future product line of the ICC and MEC.
Image analysis tools let users visually and quanti-

tatively evaluate the e�ectiveness of algorithms pro-
grammed on the simulated ICC/MEC chip set and em-
bedded host processor. The image analysis tools con-
sist of a video display utility combined with a novel with
up to four di�erent types of color-coded information like
as in Figure 4. This information is automatically pro-
duced by MPEG or H.261 simulations and includes mac-
roblock coding types, macroblock quantizers, and forward
and backward motion vectors. The graphical overlays let
users visually correlate this infomation with image pix-
els, letting users quickly evaluate their own compression
algorithms in area such as mode selection, adaptive quan-
tization, and motion estimation.

VI. Conclusions

This paper presented the VIDEOFLOW software tools
for the simulation of the ICC and MEC chip sets. An
event driven technique is used to run simulation. The
Simulator allows the user to pause the simulation, issue
debug commands, examine ICC internal data structure,
and display simulation statistics. Using these tools, we
can verify the the functionality of the system as well as a
speci�c video codec algorithm. Since the simulator gives
the information about the usage of each functional units
(internal coprocessor), we can obtain information about
how to optimize each functional unit for speci�c video
codec standards.
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